A functional unit combination strategy for enhancing red room-temperature phosphorescence†
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Red room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) materials based on non-metallic organic compounds are less reported compared to the commonly found green RTP materials. Here, we propose a novel approach to obtain red RTP materials by integrating and combining two functional units, resembling a jigsaw puzzle. In this approach, benzo[c][2,1,3]thiadiazole (BZT) serves as the red RTP unit, while a folding unit containing sulphur/oxygen is responsible for enhancing spin–orbit coupling (SOC) to accelerate the intersystem crossing (ISC) process. Three new molecules (SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT) were designed and synthesized, among which SS-BZT and SO-BZT with folded geometries demonstrate enhanced red RTP in their monodisperse films compared to the parent BZT. Meanwhile, the SS-BZT film shows a dual emission consisting of blue fluorescence and red RTP, with a significant spectral separation of approximately 150 nm, which makes the SS-BZT film highly suitable for applications in optical oxygen sensing and ratiometric detection. Within the oxygen concentration range of 0–1.31%, the SS-BZT film demonstrates a quenching constant of 2.66 kPa⁻¹ and a quenching efficiency of 94.24%, indicating that this probe has the potential to accurately detect oxygen in a hypoxic environment.

Introduction

Purely organic room-temperature phosphorescence (RTP) materials have attracted tremendous interest in recent years, due to their unique triplet emission with long lifetime and environmental sensitivity. As a good alternative to metallic complexes,1–3 they show various potential applications in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),4–6 bioimaging,7–11 encryption and anti-counterfeiting.12–16 The process of harvesting phosphorescence involves two main stages: one is the intersystem crossing (ISC) process from excited singlet states to excited triplet states, which determines the yield of triplet excitons; the other is the radiation of triplet excitons that competes with a series of non-radiative processes (e.g., molecular thermal motion and collision).17–19 Correspondingly, two effective measures have been taken to improve RTP efficiency: one is promoting the generation of triplet excitons through enhancing spin–orbit coupling (SOC) to accelerate the ISC process, which is generally realized by introducing heavy atoms (Br, I, Se),20–27 heteroatoms (B, N, O, S),28–31 aromatic carbonyl groups,12–14 and folded configurations32,33 in organic molecule frameworks; the other is to make triplet radiation more competitive by suppressing the non-radiative processes, such as molecular crystallization,27–29 dispersion in a rigid polymer matrix,30–32 and host–guest systems.34–36 Through unremitting efforts, a variety of purely organic RTP material systems have been explored with diverse application prospects. However, the reported RTP materials mainly focus on the blue–green or yellow–green color gamut, and rarely involve the red RTP,37–38 which can be attributed to the limitation of energy gap law.39 To broaden the range of material systems and explore more potential applications for RTP materials, it is worthwhile to dedicate further research and development to red RTP materials.

Benzo[c][2,1,3]thiadiazole (BZT) with two nitrogen atoms and one sulphur atom in a fused ring generally serves as an electron acceptor to construct donor–acceptor molecular backbones for improving luminescence properties, because of its electron-deficient characteristic.40–45 However, as an independent emitter, the emission properties of BZT were scarcely systematically studied, especially for red RTP.46–50 According to preliminary studies in our group, BZT showed weak blue fluorescence in its crystalline state. After being dispersed in poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) to form an amorphous film, this film displayed a new emission band around 600 nm following the removal of oxygen, indicating the presence of RTP. While
faint red RTP emission was observed in BZT due to weak SOC, it has the potential to achieve enhanced red RTP emission through a rational molecular engineering design.

In our previous research, we have found that thianthrene (TA), which has a folded molecular geometry, displayed efficient yellow–green RTP based on a mechanism of folding-induced SOC enhancement.\(^{35,36,71,72}\) The presence of lone-pair electrons on the sulphur atoms in TA plays a crucial role in this SOC enhancement. Herein, we propose a functional combination strategy by incorporating TA and BZT units into a single molecule. The aim of this strategy is leveraging the individual advantages of TA and BZT, making them complementary to each other, that is to say, TA is responsible for the folding-induced SOC enhancement while BZT acts as a red RTP emitter core, and the cooperation between them is expected to generate efficient red RTP emission. As a result, a constructed molecule, thianthrene\(^{2,3-c[1,2,5]\text{thiadiazole}}\) (SS-BZT), shows an improved efficiency of red RTP compared to isolated BZT when incorporated into polymer films; moreover, SS-BZT demonstrates a substantial spectral separation between fluorescence and RTP emissions. Both experimental and theoretical investigations demonstrate that this enhanced red RTP can be ascribed to the effective cooperation between the ISC process and triplet exciton radiation by the functional unit combination strategy. Furthermore, the SS-BZT-doped polymer film performs very well in low-concentration and even trace oxygen sensing and detection. At the same time, the counterparts phenoxathiine\(^{[b,e]}\) \(1,4\) dioxine (DX) are chosen and combined with BZT to form two analogues (SO-BZT and OO-BZT) for the purpose of comparison. These three compounds were synthesized through a ring-formed nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction (Scheme S1†).

**Structures and photophysical properties of crystals**

Single crystals of the synthesized compounds, SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT, were grown to investigate their molecular geometries and molecular packing structures. The single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) experiment revealed that BZT and its derivatives in crystals were all stacked in a one-dimensional \(\pi–\pi\) aggregation mode with a small displacement along the long axis of given molecules, which are obviously different from dimeric stacking of TA in crystals (PX and DX crystals show irregular packing and one dimensional \(\pi–\pi\) stacking, respectively) (Fig. S2–S4†). Importantly, when an electron-donating TA unit is introduced, the folding geometry of the molecule is synchronously transplanted into SS-BZT, and the folding dihedral angle is 133.64°, which is slightly larger than the 126.88° of TA (Fig. 1). This increased folding dihedral angle observed in SS-BZT can be attributed to the extended \(\pi–\pi\)-conjugation of SS-BZT with enhanced electron delocalization, facilitating the planarization of molecular conformation. Similarly, the folding dihedral angle in SO-BZT is also observed to be enlarged, measuring 172.45°. However, in the case of OO-BZT, only a minor change in the folding dihedral angle is observed. The folding dihedral

---

**Results and discussion**

**Molecular design**

A TA molecule with two sulphur atoms as joints bridging two benzene rings\(^{73,74}\) shows a folded configuration in its ground state, which facilitates the folding-induced significant enhancement of SOC compared to the planar configuration.\(^{35,36}\) In experiments, both the TA crystal and TA-doped PMMA film have been observed to produce efficient yellow–green and green RTP emission. Furthermore, the rational chemical modification based on the TA skeleton can effectively adjust the RTP properties to a certain extent towards red RTP emission as we desired. One interesting aspect of our observations is that the extended \(\pi–\pi\)-conjugation at the 2-position of TA enables us to tune the RTP emission color from green to yellow.\(^{75}\) However, it is important to note that the further redshift of RTP emission is limited when it comes to extending the \(\pi–\pi\)-conjugation of TA. To further exploit the potential of TA in highly efficient and full-color gamut RTP materials, one effective approach is to graft the TA unit onto other RTP chromophores, which can allow for realization of tunable RTP properties over a broader range. By employing a strategy of functional unit combination, a new molecule can be developed that integrates both TA and BZT, in which each unit performs its own distinct function, namely, BZT serves as a red RTP emitter core while TA contributes to the generation of more triplet excitons through folding-induced SOC enhancement. To facilitate easy synthesis, a fused-ring connection mode is employed between two functional units, aiming to ensure not only the rigidity of the molecular structure to suppress the non-radiative process but also the desirable transition configuration of excited states (singlet and triplet) to accelerate the ISC process, which synergistically enhance red RTP emission compared to isolated BZT. As shown in Scheme 1 and Fig. S1, the resultant SS-BZT molecule is designed with a one-dimensional linear fused ring structure. To gain a better understanding of the properties of SS-BZT, the counterparts of TA, phenoxathiine (PX) and dibenzo\([b,e]\) \(1,4\) dioxine (DX) are chosen and combined with BZT to form two analogues (SO-BZT and OO-BZT) for the purpose of comparison. These three compounds were synthesized through a ring-formed nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction (Scheme S1†).

**Scheme 1** (a) Molecular design strategy. (b) Schematic of folding-induced SOC enhancement and triplet state radiation for SS-BZT. (c) Synthesis routes to SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT.
Properties.

benzophenone (BPO) as the host material to disperse these molecular aggregation (Fig. S2). Therefore, we further chose the excitation light source for the SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals. The detailed data are shown in Fig. S8–S11 and Table S1.

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra and time-resolved PL spectra of all the crystals were measured at room temperature (RT) under both air and vacuum conditions, as well as at 77 K (Fig. S5–S7†). At RT, both BZT and TA crystals show two distinct emission bands with a short lifetime in the short-wavelength region and a long lifetime in the long-wavelength region, which can be assigned to fluorescence and RTP. The SS-BZT crystal presents an emission band peaking at 530 nm and a tailing band with a long lifetime, corresponding to fluorescence and RTP. The SS-BZT crystal exhibits two distinct emission bands in the range of 450–600 nm and 600–800 nm, which are also attributed to fluorescence and phosphorescence, respectively. Similar to SS-BZT, both SO-BZT and OO-BZT crystals also demonstrate a dual emission profile consisting of fluorescence and phosphorescence at a temperature of 77 K. Compared to parent BZT, red phosphorescence of these BZT derivatives at 77 K can be observed by the naked eyes even after the excitation light source has been removed.

As a matter of fact, the crystals of BZT and its derivatives show insufficient photoluminescence quantum yields (PLQYs) and almost invisible RTP due to the quenching effect of molecular aggregation (Fig. S2†). Hence, we further chose benzophenone (BPO) as the host material to disperse these compounds in order to investigate single molecule RTP properties. To obtain the single molecule state, we optimized the doping ratios and successively prepared the doped crystals for BZT and its derivatives as the guests and BPO as the host, including 0.01 wt%, 0.05 wt%, 0.10 wt%, 0.20 wt%, 0.50 wt% and 1.00 wt%. Taking SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals for instance, as the doping ratios increase, these doped crystals exhibit a change in apparent color from being colorless to turning yellow when exposed to sunlight, as well as an emission color transformation from blue to reddish orange and eventually to orange yellow when irradiated under a UV (365 nm) lamp. Corresponding to their PL spectra, two distinct emission bands were observed, in which the emission band in the blue region is attributed to the host BPO while the long-lived emission band in the red region is assigned to the guest SS-BZT (Fig. 2a–c). With increasing doping ratios, the emission intensity of the host BPO in the blue region experiences a sharp decline, while the red RTP emission intensity of the guest SS-BZT displays a rapid increase, indicating an efficient energy transfer taking place from the host to the guest. Notably, when the doping ratio exceeds 0.20%, there is a slight increase in the emission intensity around 500 nm, which may be caused by the formation of SS-BZT aggregates. The formation of SS-BZT aggregates should be adverse to the phosphorescence quantum yields (Φ\textsubscript{Ps}), and the recorded Φ\textsubscript{Ps} for the SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals were 0.21%, 0.60%, 2.33%, 1.44%, 1.42%, and 1.64% as the doping ratio increases (Table S1†). Overall, the 0.10 wt% doped crystal exhibits the best performance. Therefore, when the doping ratio is below 0.20%, it is possible to achieve a fully single molecule state of SS-BZT. Compared to the single crystal of SS-BZT, the RTP emission of the doped crystals is significantly strengthened, so that the red RTP of doped crystals under UV irradiation can be directly observed by the naked eye. As for BZT and other BZT derivatives, with increasing doping ratios, the emission bands of the doped crystals also gradually enhance in the red region, but their respective maximum Φ\textsubscript{Ps} are obviously inferior to those of SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals, especially for the BZT : BPO doped crystal. The detailed data are shown in Fig. S8–S11 and Table S1.

Photophysical properties of solutions and films

To investigate the basic photophysical properties of SS-BZT and its counterparts, UV-vis absorption and PL spectra were recorded in four solvents with varying polarities (Fig. S12–S15†). For each of these compounds, their UV-vis absorption spectra

![Fig. 1](image_url) Molecular geometries of TA, PX, DX, BZT, SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT obtained from their single crystals.

![Fig. 2](image_url) (a) Images of SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals under sunlight and UV (365 nm) irradiation. (b) Normalized PL spectra of SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals. (c) Time-resolved PL spectra of SS-BZT : BPO doped crystals (monitored at 620 nm).
display almost the same main absorption bands in different diluted solutions (10^{-5} \text{ mol L}^{-1}). Compared to parent chromophores (BZT, TA, PX, and DX), SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT all show a new red-shifted and broadened absorption band in the long-wavelength region. Taking TA, BZT, and SS-BZT in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solutions for example, both TA and SS-BZT exhibit the same absorption band peaking at 260 nm, which can be ascribed to the (\pi, \pi^*) transition characteristic. Differently, in contrast to TA and BZT, SS-BZT exhibits a broad absorption band peaking at 378 nm, which can be assigned to intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) transition. For PL spectra, compared to their parent chromophores, SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT all show gradually red-shifted emission bands with increasing solvent polarity, indicating the presence of the ICT transition characteristic of the excited state. In detail, SS-BZT shows a significant redshift in the emission maximum, shifting from 463 nm in hexane (HEX) to 535 nm in acetonitrile (ACN), SO-BZT shows a shift from 430 nm in HEX to 505 nm in ACN, and OO-BZT shows a shift from 400 nm in HEX to 470 nm in ACN. As a matter of fact, BZT also shows a very weak ICT effect, which can be deduced from the slightly red-shifted emission maximum, shifting from 370 nm in HEX to 390 nm in ACN. According to the NTOs based on the optimized lowest excited singlet states (S_1) of SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT, it is observed that the holes are distributed over the folding moiety, while the electrons are localized on the BZT moiety, which can further confirm the presence of the ICT effect in these compounds (Fig. S16 and S17†). In the same solvent, the gradually red-shifted emission from OO-BZT and SO-BZT to SS-BZT can be rationalized by progressively enhancing the ICT properties, as a result of the larger atomic radius and electron density of the sulphur atom than those of the oxygen atom.

To differentiate between fluorescence and RTP, both PL spectra and time-resolved PL spectra were recorded for all the molecules in diluted THF solutions at RT and 77 K (Fig. 3a–c and S18–S21†), respectively. At RT, the PL spectra of TA, BZT, and SS-BZT exhibit a single emission band with a peak at 436 nm, 384 nm, and 515 nm, and time-resolved PL spectra present a nanosecond lifetime of 8.31 ns for TA (the lifetimes for BZT and SS-BZT are too short to be precisely calculated), which confirms their fluorescence emission characteristic. Once solutions were frozen at a temperature of 77 K, the PL spectra of TA, BZT, and SS-BZT all display two distinct emission bands located at 420 nm, 380 nm, and 470 nm in the short-wavelength region, together with 486 nm, 600 nm, and 620 nm in the long-wavelength region, respectively. Obviously, the short-wavelength emission is assigned to fluorescence, and the long-wavelength emission corresponds to phosphorescence with long lifetime [TA, 25.08 ms (19.28%) and 58.49 ms (80.72%); BZT, 19.97 ms (17.61%) and 33.64 ms (82.39%); SS-BZT, 17.07 ms (27.59%) and 23.57 ms (72.41%)] by the suppression of molecular thermal motions. The difference in the spectral maxima between fluorescence and phosphorescence for SS-BZT reaches 150 nm, basically inheriting that of the BZT chromophore (220 nm) and greatly improving that of TA (66 nm). Moreover, the phosphorescence emission of SS-BZT shows a remarkable bathochromic shift compared to BZT and TA. Apart from SS-BZT, both SO-BZT and OO-BZT also demonstrate obvious separation of spectral maxima between fluorescence and phosphorescence, as well as significantly red-shifted phosphorescence emission compared to the parent PX and DX, as shown in Table S2 and Fig. S18–S21†.

To further study the phosphorescence properties of these compounds in the single molecule doping state, PL spectra and time-resolved PL spectra for these compounds in 1.00 wt%-doped PMMA films were recorded under ambient/deoxygenated conditions and at RT/77 K, respectively (Fig. 3d–g and S22–S24†). Under ambient conditions, the PL spectra and time-resolved PL spectra of these studied compounds show a single fluorescence emission band with a short lifetime, which are similar to those in their solutions. After deoxygenation, they display new long-wavelength emission bands with a long-lived characteristic that can be attributed to the presence of RTP. For instance, under deoxygenated conditions, the SS-BZT-doped PMMA film exhibits two distinct emission bands peaking at 480 nm and 630 nm, and the time-resolved PL spectra show the lifetime monitored at 480 nm and 630 nm as 1.76 ns [0.45 ns (80.93%) and 2.69 ns (19.07%)] and 10.70 ms [7.48 ms (32.79%) and 11.70 ms (67.21%)], which can be assigned to fluorescence and RTP emission, respectively. Surprisingly, the spectral separation between fluorescence and RTP reaches 150 nm, and the RTP band is exactly located in the red region. The phosphorescence emission of the crystal of SS-BZT at 77 K exhibits a redshift when compared to its emission in the doping film state. This redshift may result from the molecular packing effect and intermolecular interactions. For comparison, the TA-doped film has an RTP emission with a peak at 520 nm in the green region, together with a blue fluorescence emission with a peak at 436 nm. As for BZT, the spectral separation between fluorescence (380 nm) and RTP (600 nm) emission maxima reaches 220 nm, which is much larger than those of TA and SS-BZT. Fluorescence quantum yields (\(\Phi_F\)) of these doped films were measured to be 2.67% for SS-BZT, 3.6% for TA, and 0.43% for BZT, respectively, while \(\Phi_F\) were estimated to be 1.73% for SS-BZT, 3.13% for TA, and 0.13% for BZT. As is well known, without significant heavy-atom effect (e.g., metal and halogen), the efficient RTP of TA is mainly ascribed to the enhanced SOC with increasing folding degree of molecular geometry. In contrast, the \(\Phi_P\) of SS-BZT is far lower than that of TA, which can be attributed to two aspects: one is that \(\Phi_P\) is more limited by the energy-gap law for more red-shifted emission, and the other is the decreased SOC coefficient of SS-BZT relative to TA due to the smaller folding degree of SS-BZT than TA. Nevertheless, both SS-BZT and BZT are subject to the energy-gap law to a similar extent, as evidenced by their nearly identical red RTP emission, and therefore the enhanced RTP in SS-BZT compared to BZT can be ascribed to the introduction of the folding unit. In other words, the folding geometry plays a dominant role in enhancing the red RTP of SS-BZT. Consequently, the RTP efficiency of SS-BZT is significantly improved by more than ten times relative to that of BZT, the intrinsic mechanism of which will be rationalized in the following sections. In addition, the separation between fluorescence and RTP bands for SO-BZT and OO-BZT reaches 170 nm and 180 nm, respectively, which are also
obviously greater than those of PX and DX (Fig. S22†). The PL spectra of these doped films at 77 K also show two distinct emission bands that are similar to those of these compounds in diluted solutions at 77 K. The detailed data for SO-BZT, OO-BZT, and their parents (PX and DX) are summarized in Table 1.

Furthermore, in the case of the doped films incorporating these target compounds, their phosphorescence radiation rates ($k_r^p$) and ISC rates ($k_{ISC}$) were primarily estimated (Table S3†). Relative to SO-BZT and OO-BZT, the rate constants of SS-BZT are more representative when comparing them to TA and BZT. This comparison is convincing in revealing the underlying essence of improved photophysical properties achieved through the functional unit combination strategy in theory. Specifically, while the $k_r^p$ and $k_{ISC}$ values of SS-BZT are lower than those of TA, they still increase by one order of magnitude compared to BZT. This significant increase further supports the effectiveness of the mechanism in which the folded geometry induces the SOC enhancement. The detailed data for SO-BZT, OO-BZT, PX, and DX are shown in Table S3.†

**Theoretical calculations**

To elaborate the principle of the functional unit combination strategy, both density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) calculations were performed on BZT and its derivatives. Their optimized geometries of S0 and S1 were obtained, together with NTOs of S1 and the triplet states ($T_n$, $n = 1, 2$) (Fig. S16, S17 and S25–S30†). From the NTOs, the S1 and T2 states of SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$\lambda_F$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\tau_F$ (ns)</th>
<th>$\lambda_P$ (nm)</th>
<th>$\tau_P$ (ms)</th>
<th>$\Phi_F$ (%)</th>
<th>$\Phi_P$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS-BZT</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>1.76 [0.45 (80.93%), 2.69 (19.07%)]</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>10.70 [7.48 (32.79%), 11.70 (67.21%)]</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>11.41 [4.71 (33.12%), 12.65 (66.88%)]</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>23.36 [8.24 (14.59%), 24.24 (85.41%)]</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZT</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>3.13 [0.18 (96.98%), 5.97 (3.02%)]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>14.17 [7.89 (25.83%), 15.30 (74.17%)]</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO-BZT</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1.73 [0.49 (69.06%), 2.32 (30.94%)]</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>13.05 [8.50 (24.78%), 13.96 (75.22%)]</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PX</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>11.65 [0.19 (94.96%), 14.48 (5.04%)]</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>9.85 [3.58 (46.11%), 15.21 (53.89%)]</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OO-BZT</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>2.37 (100%)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>18.76 (100%)</td>
<td>19.46</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>1.58 [0.44 (69.69%), 2.12 (30.31%)]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Here, $\lambda_F$ and $\tau_F$ represent fluorescence emission wavelengths and their lifetimes monitored at fluorescence emission bands at RT; $\lambda_P$ and $\tau_P$ represent RTP emission wavelengths and their lifetimes monitored at RTP emission bands in a vacuum at RT; $\Phi_F$ and $\Phi_P$ represent their PL efficiencies for fluorescence and phosphorescence emission, respectively.*
BZT are characterized by their ICT properties, in which holes are localized on the folding moiety while electrons are mainly distributed over the BZT unit. Differently, their T₃ states are mainly dominated by the locally excited (LE) state, in which both holes and electrons are mainly located on the BZT unit. These results demonstrate that the phosphorescence of BZT derivatives should chiefly originate from the BZT unit. The slight redshift of the phosphorescence observed in these derivatives compared to parent BZT can be rationalized by the involvement of lone pair electrons from sulphur and oxygen atoms in NTOs. Obviously, theoretical calculations show a clear trend of decreasing energy levels of S₁ states from OO-BZT to SO-BZT and finally to SS-BZT, due to the gradual increase in ICT strength in these derivatives. Interestingly, when it comes to the energy levels of T₁ states, all BZT derivatives exhibit nearly identical position. This can be attributed to the fact that they have almost the same LE state, which well accords with the results obtained from their photophysical measurements (Fig. S29†). Despite the fact that all BZT derivatives have T₁ states characterized by LE properties, both SS-BZT and SO-BZT show significantly enhanced RTP in comparison to parent BZT. To gain a deeper understanding of the distinct RTP properties, the SOC coefficients between S₁ and Tₙ (n = 1, 2) states were quantitatively estimated for BZT and its derivatives using the Beijng density function (BDF) program (Tables S4 and S5†). Compared to BZT, SS-BZT and SO-BZT show obviously increased SOC coefficients between S₁ and Tₙ (n = 1, 2), meaning the greatly accelerated ISC process for SS-BZT and SO-BZT. On the other hand, the SOC coefficients of the S₁–T₁ and S₂–T₂ sequentially decrease from SS-BZT to SO-BZT and then to OO-BZT (Fig. 4a, S31d and S32d†), probably because of the diminishing participation of lone pair electrons from sulphur to oxygen atoms in the electron transition configurations, which occurs as the degree of folding gradually decreases. Apparently, these results demonstrate that the mechanism of folding-induced SOC enhancement plays a crucial role in efficient red RTP for SS-BZT. In essence, from BZT to SS-BZT and SO-BZT, the transition configurations of S₁ and Tₙ (n = 1, 2) undergo noticeable changes from (π, π*) to a mixture of (π, π*) and (π, π*), which confirms that the lone pair electrons of sulphur atoms actively participate in the electron transition process. In comparison, OO-BZT always shows the (π, π*) transition configurations for both S₁ and Tₙ (n = 1, 2) states. According to the El-Sayed rule, the significant difference in electron transition configurations between singlet and triplet manifolds results in the amplification of SOC and, consequently, the substantial acceleration of the ISC process. This difference in electron transition configurations is the reason why SS-BZT and SO-BZT show more efficient red RTP than OO-BZT.

Notably, there is a gradual trend towards planarization in the molecular geometries from SS-BZT to SO-BZT and to OO-BZT in their S₀ states. Moreover, the geometries in their respective S₁ states become even more planar compared to those in the S₀ states (Fig. S30†). These changes in molecular geometry are very similar to those observed in the parent molecules TA and PX. The difference in SOC among these analogues may be ascribed to two main factors, including the heteroatom effect and folding dihedral angle. To evaluate the significance of these two factors, we further estimated the SOC coefficients of SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT with increasing folding dihedral angle from 100° to 180° at an interval of 10° (Fig. 4b, S31 and S32†). The occurrence of dominant photophysical and photochemical processes is related to S₁ and T₁ states according to Kasha’s rule, and thus we mainly calculated the SOC coefficient between S₁ and T₁ states. As the folding dihedral angle increases from 100° to 180°, the SOC coefficient of SS-BZT initially increases and then decreases. It reaches its peak value (9.019 cm⁻¹) at a folding dihedral angle of 110°, and this value

![Fig. 4](https://example.com/fig4.png)

(a) Molecular conformations and SOC coefficients for S₁–T₁ based on the molecular geometries of SS-BZT, SO-BZT, OO-BZT, and BZT in crystals. (b) SOC coefficients for S₃–T₃ based on the molecular geometries of the SS-BZT crystal at different folding dihedral angles. (c) Schematic of folding-induced SOC enhancement and NTOs of S₃ and T₃ states for SS-BZT in a folded conformation (110°) and planar conformation (180°).
is approximately one order of magnitude higher than the SOC coefficient of 0.171 cm\(^{-1}\) obtained when the molecule is entirely planar (with a folding dihedral angle is 180°) (Table S6ff). While the folding dihedral angle is 180°, the SOC coefficients of \(S_1-T_1\) for SS-BZT and BZT (0.154 cm\(^{-1}\)) are almost the same, which can verify that the folded configuration plays the dominant role in SOC enhancement compared to the heteroatom effect. The above results demonstrate that SS-BZT inherits the mechanism of folding-induced SOC enhancement from the TA unit, indicating the rationality of the functional unit combination strategy. Like SS-BZT, both SO-BZT and OO-BZT show a similar trend in the change of SOC coefficient as the folding dihedral angle increases (Table S6 and Fig. S31 and S32†). In addition, the SOC coefficients of \(S_1-T_2\) also follow the mechanism of folding-induced SOC enhancement, indicating that the ISC process along high-lying excited states also works well for the role of folding conformation. Obviously, the nature of folding-induced SOC enhancement can be ascribed to the lone pair electrons of heteroatoms (S, O) becoming more protruded in the folded conformation compared to the planar conformation, which contributes to the purer \((n, \pi^*)\) transition configuration (Fig. 4c and S33–S35†). As a whole, the more efficient red RTP is achieved in SS-BZT and SO-BZT than BZT using the functional unit combination strategy, in which the folded moiety and BZT moiety are responsible for SOC enhancement and red RTP emission, respectively.

**Ratiometric oxygen sensing and detection**

Purely organic RTP probes have emerged as outstanding candidates for optical oxygen sensing due to their ability to undergo non-radiative energy transfer from the excited triplet state of the probes to the ground triplet state of the analyte molecular oxygen. In order to detect oxygen concentration using a ratiometric method, it is beneficial to have a large spectral separation between fluorescence and phosphorescence.\(^{32-35}\) Such ratiometric detection of oxygen concentration holds great significance in various fields such as physiology and pathology,\(^{36-38}\) and food storage.\(^{39}\) At first glance, BZT appears to be a promising candidate for ratiometric optical oxygen sensing and detection; however, there are certain drawbacks that make it less favourable for this application, such as weak RTP intensity and fluorescence emission in the UV region. Moreover, it has been observed that the PL intensities of both single crystals and doped crystals remain nearly unchanged when subjected to deoxygenation conditions, as compared to when they are in air. This case manifests that these crystals are not suitable candidates for oxygen sensing, as they exhibit poor oxygen permeability (Fig. S60 and S61†). In this work, by dispersing SS-BZT and SO-BZT in polymer films, a significant spectral separation between dual emission bands can be achieved to effectively remedy those drawbacks mentioned above. Taking 1.0 wt% SS-BZT dispersed in PMMA film for example (Fig. 5), the RTP emission band of the film was observed when the film was placed in a deoxygenated environment. However, this RTP emission band completely disappeared when the film was exposed to air. Obviously, oxygen concentration \([O_2]\) of the mixed gas should be controlled to be sufficiently low, at least less than 21%, which is the normal atmospheric level of oxygen. After careful optimization, we finally chose the mixed gases within the hypoxia context \([O_2]\) ranging from 0 to 1.31%). As the \([O_2]\) decreases, the PL spectra of the SS-BZT-doped film display a fluorescence emission peaking at 480 nm with almost constant intensity (it can act as an internal reference signal for oxygen sensing). Meanwhile, a new RTP emission band emerges at 630 nm, gradually strengthens, and reaches its maximum intensity at \([O_2]=0\). To further quantify the oxygen-sensing performance, the ratio of RTP intensity \((I_0)\) to fluorescence intensity \((I_1)\) is defined as \(I\) and recorded as a function of \([O_2]\), which can be described by the Stern–Volmer equation (eqn (1)):\(^{51,54}\)

\[
\frac{I_0}{I} = \tau_0 = 1 + K_{SV}[O_2]
\]  

where \(I_0\) and \(I\) represent the ratios of PL intensity at \([O_2]=0\) and a certain \([O_2]\), respectively; \(\tau_0\) and \(\tau\) represent the lifetimes at \([O_2]=0\) and a certain \([O_2]\), respectively, and lifetimes are detected at 630 nm; \(K_{SV}\) is the Stern–Volmer quenching constant.

A good linear relationship is fitted in the \([O_2]\) range of 0–1.31% (correlation coefficient is \(R^2 = 0.996\) and the Pearson correlation coefficient is \(r = 0.963\)). \(K_{SV}\) is estimated as 2.66 kPa\(^{-1}\) and the quenching efficiency \((Q)\) is 94.24% (Fig. 5b and c and S63†). For comparison, the SO-BZT doped PMMA film exhibits a fluorescence band peaking at 450 nm in the blue region and the RTP band peaking at 620 nm in the red region (Fig. S64†), and presents a linear relationship between \(I_0/I\) and \([O_2]\) \((R^2 = 0.998, r = 0.983\) Its \(K_{SV}\) and \(Q\) are estimated to be 3.63 kPa\(^{-1}\) and 95.46%, respectively. Furthermore, to verify the accuracy of detecting oxygen concentration, an additional standard sample with a known concentration of \([O_2]=0.90\)% was prepared, and then the PL signals were recorded for the SS-BZT- and SO-BZT-doped PMMA films (Fig. S65†). According to the linear relation between \(I_0/I\) and \([O_2]\) the calculated concentrations are 0.90% and 0.92% for the SS-BZT- and SO-BZT-doped PMMA film, respectively. The above experimental results demonstrate that both SS-BZT and SO-BZT doped PMMA films show promising potential as optical probes for ratiometric oxygen sensing and detection under hypoxic conditions.

To provide a more visually appealing colorimetric representation, luminescence images of the SS-BZT-doped PMMA film under 365 nm irradiation were captured at various \([O_2]\) (Fig. 5d), and their emission colors were then accurately characterized using Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage (CIE) coordinates. With decreasing \([O_2]\), the emission color transitions from sky-blue, which is observed when the film is exposed to air, to off-white when \([O_2]=0\). This transition can be represented by a linear change in the CIE coordinates, which shift from (0.161, 0.261) to (0.288, 0.293), as shown Fig. 5b. In contrast, the emission color of the SO-BZT-doped PMMA film transitions from blue to pink as the \([O_2]\) decreases (Fig. S64ff†). Notably, the stability is also an extremely important factor that determines the application potential of the doped film for oxygen sensing and detection. For this purpose, the luminescence signals of SS-BZT- and SO-BZT-doped PMMA films were recorded by alternating between cyclic exposure to air and vacuum conditions.
Aer several cycles, the intensity of all luminescence signals remained almost unchanged, indicating excellent stability for the practical application scenario.

Apart from polymeric matrix PMMA, Zeonex was also considered as the polymeric matrix because of its better oxygen permeability and rigidity. Under deoxygenation condition, 1.00 wt% SS-BZT-doped Zeonex film exhibits two emission bands peaking at 465 nm and 620 nm, which are located in the blue and red regions, respectively (Fig. S67†). As the [O\(_2\)] increases, the intensity of the RTP band in Zeonex film rapidly decreases, indicating a higher sensitivity compared to SS-BZT doped in PMMA film. This suggests that the SS-BZT-doped Zeonex film can be used as an oxygen probe, particularly in a hypoxic environment. When the [O\(_2\)] reaches 0.20%, the RTP band is almost completely quenched, which can be attributed to the exceptional oxygen permeability of the Zeonex polymer matrix. The \(K_{SV}\), intensity value is estimated to be 17.54 kPa\(^{-1}\), which is improved by about one order of magnitude relative to the SS-BZT-doped PMMA film. The detailed data are summarized in Fig. S67 and S68, and Table S7.†

**Conclusions**

In summary, we designed and synthesized a series of red RTP molecules (SS-BZT, SO-BZT, and OO-BZT) through a functional unit combination strategy, in which the folded units (TA and PX) were incorporated to enhance the SOC, while the BZT unit is mainly responsible for the red RTP emission. After deoxygenation, all three compounds in doped PMMA films exhibit dual emission with blue fluorescence and red RTP as we desired, but the OO-BZT-doped PMMA film shows extremely weak red RTP. Compared to OO-BZT and the parent BZT, both SS-BZT and SO-BZT demonstrate about one order of magnitude improvement in RTP efficiency. This improvement can be ascribed to the mechanism of folding-induced SOC enhancement for the folded geometries of SS-BZT and SO-BZT, which leads to increased generation of triplet excitons by accelerating the ISC process, while the planar OO-BZT exhibits weak SOC. In essence, the folded geometry induces the formation of an \((n, \pi^* )\) transition configuration in the S\(_1\) state, which facilitates the enhancement of SOC and thus the ISC process to increase the population of triplet excitons. Both experimental and theoretical investigations have provided validation for the new strategy of combining two functional units to achieve enhanced red RTP materials. Moreover, taking advantage of the large spectral separation between fluorescence and RTP, both SS-BZT and SO-BZT in the doped film were used as optical probes for ratiometric oxygen sensing and detection. Under hypoxic conditions (with [O\(_2\)] ranging from 0 to 1.31%), the PL intensities in the doped film were used to estimate the \(K_{SV}\) for SS-BZT and SO-BZT as 2.66 and 3.63 kPa\(^{-1}\) respectively, indicating that SS-BZT and SO-BZT possess excellent detection accuracy and cycle stability as oxygen probes. The Zeonex polymer matrix with better oxygen permeability than PMMA further improves the \(K_{SV}\) of SS-BZT and SO-BZT. In other words, this work...
provides a novel molecular design concept for efficient red RTP materials by a functional unit combination strategy, and also showcases the unique application of these materials in ratiometric optical oxygen sensing and detection.
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